Abstract. Let fi c M be a bounded open connected set with the cone property, and let 1 < p < oo . Also, let Qu be the 2mth order quasilinear differential operator in generalized divergence form: Under four assumptions on Aa-Carathéodory, growth, monotonicity for |q| = m, and ellipticity-results at resonance are established for the equation Qu = G + f{x, u), where G € \Wm'"(Çï)]m and f(x, u) satisfies a one-sided condition (plus others). For the case m = 1 , these results are tantamount to generalized solutions of the second BVP.
Introduction
Let ficE , N > 1, be a bounded open connected set with the cone property, i.e., there exists a finite cone C such that each point x in Q is a vertex of a finite cone Cx contained in Ci and congruent to C (see [2, p. 11 or 1, p. 66]). The points of the open set fi will be designated by x = (xx, ... , xN), and the elementary differential operators by Da = fT^l\{d/dXjfJ for an ordered 7V-tuple a = (ax, ... , aN) of nonnegative integers with the order of the operator Da being written as |q| = ]£/Li Q, ■ To write nonlinear partial differential operators in a convenient form, we introduce the vector space R¡m whose elements are £m = {c¡a : \a\ < ra}, and divide each t\m into two parts t\m = (nm_x, ÇJ , where nm_x = {n» : \ß\ < m -1} £ RSm~l is the lower order part of t\m and Cm = {Ca '■ \ct\ = m} is the part of £m corresponding to the rath derivatives. For u £ Wm'p(Çl), tm(u)(x) = {Dau(x) : \a\ < ra}. (Note /j>(0'0>--°>M = M.) In this paper, we shall study the 2rath order differential operator in generalized divergence form:
For the functions Aa(x,tlm), we shall suppose (A-l) Each Aa : Q x RSm -» R satisfies the Carathéodory conditions (i.e., Aa(x, im) is measurable for x in Q for every fixed t\m £ RSm and continuous in t\m for a.e. fixed x G Q). Next, we introduce the semilinear form (1.2) €(u,v)= ¿2 f Aa(x,clm(u))Dav X<\a\<mJa which because of (A-l) and (A-2) is well defined on Wm'p x Wm'p . (For ease of notation, we henceforth designate Wm'p(Q) by Wm'p .) Theorem 1 which we will present shortly will also deal with a function f(x ,():Qxl^l of the following nature:
(f-1) f(x,t) meets the usual Carathéodory conditions.
(f-2) 3K' > 0 and 3hx £ Lq'(il) s.t. \f(x, t)\ < hx(x) + K'\t\q~x for a.e. x £ Í2 and for all t £ R, where q = pN/(N -mp) for p < Nm~x and q > p forp> Nm~x, and where q = q/(q -1).
Also hx(x) > 0 for a.e. xefl. (f-3) 3A G Lq'(Q) s.t. f(x, t)t < h(x)\t\ for a.e. x £ Q and for all t £ R, where h(x) > 0 for a.e. x £ £2.
In the sequel [Wm'p]* will designate the dual space of Wm'p , i.e., the space of real bounded linear functionals defined on Wm'p .
We intend to prove two existence theorems at resonance for the differential operator Q introduced in (1.1). These theorems will deal with generalized solutions of Q given in terms of the semilinear form tf(u, v) introduced in (1.2). The first theorem we prove is the following. is given by (1.2) where Aa(x,c¡m) satisfies (A-l)-(A-4) for 1 < \a\ < m and f(x,t) satisfies (f-l)-(f-3). Also suppose that G £ [Wm'p]*. Set f+(x) = limsup,^ f(x, t) and f_(x) = liminf/_>_00 f(x, t) and suppose furthermore that (1.3) [ f+(x) <-G(l) < I f_(x).
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Then Su* £ Wm'p suchthat
Theorem 2 is a corollary to Theorem 1 and is presented at the end of this section.
From (1.2) and (A-4), we see that
Hence, we see that
Also, we see that if u = constant, then S(u, u) = 0. Therefore, if we compare (1.6) and this last fact with the situation that would arise if Q were a linear operator (see [6, p. 213; 4, p. 3] ), we are well motivated to call Theorem 1 a theorem at resonance with the first eigenvalue A, = 0 (i.e., if G = 0, (1.4) gives a generalized solution of the problem Qu = kxu + f(x, u)). Also we note that if u ^ constant then liminf¿f(íw, tu)/\\tufLp > 0.
Hence kx = 0 acts as a simple eigenvalue. Theorem 1 is motivated by the resonance theorems in [8, p. 611; 4, p. 13]. Condition (1.3) is usually referred to as a Landesman-Lazer condition. The connection between the above theorem and generalized solutions of the 2nd BVP (= Neumann BVP) for Q in (1.1) becomes apparent if we temporarily restrict ourselves to the case p = 2, ra = 1 . It is well known in this situation that if the Q we are dealing with also has the C1-regularity property (see [1, pp. 67 and 114]), then u £ Wx ' (Q) has a trace on the boundary of Q, i.e., (1.7) 37í>0s.t. f udo<K\\u
Here, o represents the natural Borel measure on the boundary of our Cregular domain Q. In the sequel, when we say g £ L2(dQ), we shall mean ha g2do <oo.
Since we are dealing with the ra = 1 case, Çx = (n, Q, where n £ R and C = (Ci > ••• > CN) £ RN. Hence we can write Q in (1.1) as Qu = Y;tx-DiAi(x>u>Du)> where AM^x) -Ai{x,n,t), Df = d/dxt, and D = (Dx,...,DN).lf
At(x,n,Q = £*,a/y(Jc)Cj and is strictly elliptic in £2 (see [6, p. 178] ), and if furthermore g £ L (<9£2) and /(x, t) meets (f-1), (f-2), and (f-3), then the 2nd BVP for Q in £2 becomes Qm = /(x, w) a.e. in £2,
where v = (vx, ... ,vn) is the outward pointing unit-normal for 9£2. We say u £ Wx' is a generalized solution of the 2nd BVP (i.e., of (1.8)) if the following prevails: = 0 gives rise to the case G = 0. Hence, for £2 a bounded open set with the cone property, Theorem 1 with G = 0 can be viewed as giving a generalized solution to the 2nd BVP with homogeneous boundary conditions for the case ra = 1 and 1 < p < oo. Generalizing from this case, we see that in a certain sense we can view Theorem 1 as giving generalized solutions to the 2nd BVP for a bounded open set with the cone property all at resonance for our differential operator of order 2ra and 1 < p < oo.
In order to state Theorem 2, we need a different hypothesis than (f-3) given above, namely the following:
(f-4) Given e > 0, 3 a nonnegative function h* G Lq (£2) and a constant i0(e) s.t.
tf(x,t)<e\tf + h*E(x)\t\ forl</?<oo for |i| > t0(e) and a.e. x G £2.
We note that (f-4) is a generalization of the notion 
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Theorem 2 is essentially a corollary of Theorem 1 and will be established in §4 of this paper. The t\m = (<]m_x, Cm) notation introduced at the beginning of this section comes from Browder [3, p. 1] . Also, the author would like to acknowledge conversations with Professor James Stafney on the subject matter of this paper. Furthermore, the author would like to note that the proof of Proposition 1 given below has incorporated the use of property (S+) at the suggestion of the referee. 
Also, we observe that for q as in (f-2), it follows from [1, p. 97] that there exists a constant Kx such that (2.3) lh>llL*<tfilMlr».' Vv£Wm'p.
We next prove the following proposition. Since 1 < p < oo , we conclude from (2.7), (2.9), and (2.10) that
We record this fact as (2.11) T is a coercive operator. 
To show that (2.14) holds, we observe from (2.13) that there exists a subsequence {uk }°^[ such that (2.15) lim (m{uk{x)) = ¿m(w(x)) for a.e. x G £2.
Next we observe from (2.13) and (A-2) that 37C4 > 0 such that (2.16) \\AQ(x^Juk))\\L,<K4
for 1 < | a | < ra and k = But by (A-3), the integrand in this last limit is nonnegative for a.e. x G £2. 
From u £ Wm'p and (A-2), we see that Aa(x, nm_x(u), Cm(")) € Lp for |q| = ra. Consequently, it follows from (2.27) that the second integral on the right-hand side of the equality in (2.42) converges to zero as k -oo for |a| = ra . Therefore (2.40) will follow once we show that ¿'"L L[A°iX' 'm-lí**)' i«("))-4»(*. *«-l(")> Cm("))] [ \Aa(x, Zm(uk))\p'< KP' for\a\ = mandk = l,2,.... Ja
Consequently, it follows from (2.26) and Holder's inequality that lim Í Aa(x,tlm(uk))Da(uk-u) = 0 for 0 < |q| < m -1.
fc-°°Ja
But then we obtain from (1.2) and (2.33) that Let £22 c £2 be the set where the limits in (2.29) and (2.35) hold, where f/J"*/*))' £m("(x))> Aa(x> ^m-i("*/*))> Cm(w(x))), h(x),and Z(x) are finite-valued for 1 < |a| < ra and / = 1,2,..., and also where (A-2) and (A-4) hold. Then £22 has the same Lebesgue measure as £2, and to establish (2.36) it is sufficient to show that Dividing both sides of (2.50) by \ÇJuk (x0))\p~E and using (2.51 )-(2.54), we u obtain that c0 lim \CJuk (x0))|£ = 0.
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Since c0 is positive, this gives that lim|Cm(%(x0))r = 0. We claim that (3.2) {llMJ>*"""}^li is a uniformly bounded sequence.
Suppose the claim in (3.2) is false. Then without loss in generality, we can assume I \ E I^Xl2 $ K»\K\\#-> + I Z(x)\\un\\-wpm,P.
Jn{x<\a\<m J Ja
Now p > 1, and we conclude from (3.3) and this last inequality that (3.6) lim f \Dav\p = 0 for 1< \a\ < »-0%' "' "
Next, from (3.5) we see that (3.7) \\vn\\wm,P = l for n = 1,2,....
Hence, ||v"||^»..i = 1, and from (2.1) we obtain that i-ii*X+ E lililí-l<|a|<m We infer from (3.6) and this last equality that (3.8) hm|h;J|L, = l.
Next, we see from (3.7) that {H^JI^™.P}^LX is a uniformly bounded sequence. Consequently we obtain from the compact imbedding theorem [1, p. 144] and the fact that Wm'p is a separable reflexive Banach space [1, p. 47] ra. the existence of a subsequence (which for ease of notation, we take to be the full sequence) and a function v0 with the following properties: ra. n-»oo
Also from (2.3), (3.14) {IIuJIl«}^Li is a uniformly bounded sequence.
With h as in (f-3), i.e., h £ Lq , it follows from (3.14) and Holder's inequality that the sequence {hvn}°^=x is absolutely equi-integrable. Consequently, it follows from (3.13) and Egoroffs theorem that (3.15) limjnhK\ = fah\v0\. i
Next, we observe from (3.6), (3.10), and (3.11) that faDav0w = 0 for w £ Lp and 1 < |a| < ra. Consequently, Dav0 = 0 a.e' in £2 for 1 < |a| < ra. Since £2 is a bounded open connected set, we conclude that v0 = constant a.e. in £2. From (3.8) and (3.10), we obtain that \\v0\\Lp = 1. Hence this constant is not zero. Therefore, this constant is either positive or negative. We shall assume it is positive. A similar argument will work in case it is negative. Hence, we Ja Ja Ja
Since Z g Lx(Çï), we obtain from (3.3), (3.12) , and this last inequality that (3.18) liminf|^[/i(x)K|-r(x,M")i;J-£A(x)|i;n|}<G(Vo).
From (f-3) we have h(x)\vn\-fn(x, un)vn > 0 a.e. in £2. Hence, using Fatou's lemma [11, p. 24] in conjunction with (3.13), (3.15) , and (3.16), we obtain from (3.18) that (3.19) -c4 / limsup/"(x, un) < G(c4).
Jil n-»oo Now un = ^"||w"||pf"«-i" • Therefore we have from (3.3), (3.13), and (3.16) that limn^ooun(x) = oo a.e. in £2. It is an easy matter to check from (2.2) that limsupn_>oo/'!(x, un) < f+(x). (Note also from (f-3) that f+(x) < h(x) a.e. in £2.) Consequently, we conclude from (3.19) and the fact that c4 is a positive constant that -<7(1) < /fi/+(x). But this fact contradicts the first inequality in assumption ( (2) With {un }£1, designating the same subsequence as in (3.27), (3.28) {ICm(w" (x))l}fcli is pointwise bounded for a.e. x G £2. 1) gives (1.4) . In order to accomplish this, let v £ Wm'p be given.
Then it follows from (3.1), (2.4), and (1.2) that But from (1.2), we see that this last equality is the same as (1.4), and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2
To prove Theorem 2, for n a positive integer, we set (4.1) fn(x,t) = f(x,t)-sgnt\t\p-Xn-x.
It is clear fn(x, t) meets conditions (f-1). In (f-2) we have q > p forp> Nm~x and q = pN/(N-pm) for 1 < p < Nm~x. So q > p also in this latter case. From the fact that f(x, t) meets (f-2), it follows that |/"(x, 01 <hx(x) + K'\t\q~x + \t\p~xn'x fora.e. xGQandwGR, where hx £ Lq . Since q -1 > p -1 in all cases, it follows from this last inequality that fn(x, t) also meets (f-2). Next, taking e = (2n)~ in (f-4), we see that tf"(x, t) < h*2n)-i(x)\t\ for a.e. x G £2 and |i| > i0(l/2«).
Consequently, it follows from (f-2) that fn(x, t) also meets (f-3). We record all this as (4.2) fn(x> 0 meets conditions (f-1)-(f-3).
Taking s = (2n)~l in (f-4) once again, we see from (4.1) that fn(x,t)<-tp-x/2n + h¡2n)-Ax) for t > t0(l/2n) and a.e. x G £2. It therefore follows that (4.3) limsup/n(x, t) = -oo for a.e. x G £2.
t-»oo
In a similar manner, using (f-4) for t < -t0(l/2n), we obtain that (4.4) liminf/ix, t) = oo for a.e. xg£2. 
